Week of: Feb. 24-28, 2020

Parent’s Initials: _______

Classroom News
-Ms. Crabtree’s Class-

Spelling Words:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

stopped
digging
rubbed
sitting
planned
wrapping
sledding
dropped
scrubbing
hopped
putting
tripped
swimming
spotted
running

Problem of the Day
(POD):

13x2=26
26/13=2
13x3=39
39/13=3

2x13=26
26/2=13
3x13=39
39/3=13

Multiplication for the
Week: 6’s and 7’s
Word Study Skill:
Attached to the back of this sheet.
** Make sure to practice these at
home! They wiill be difficult if you
don’t.

Test Dates:
Friday, 2/28— Spelling, Vocabulary, Verbs, POD,
Reading
Weekly Objectives:
Reading:Asking and Answering Questions
Math: Fractions Review
Grammar: Punctuation
History/Science: Food Chains
Fry Phrases
List 4— Test on Feb. 28th

Important Dates:
Feb. 27— Blast from the Past, $3

Feb. 28— Candy Money Due
Mar. 4— Spring Pictures
Mar.23-27— Spring Break
Vocabulary Words:
outsmart:to be more clever or cunning than other
people
smuggle: to sneak something or someone a new
place without permission
encounter: to face an unexpected confrontation
with another person in a way that may be difficult or
cause an argument
obedient: to follow the rules
spontaneous: to make choices quickly without
thinking things through,unplanned or impulsive
duped: to be fooled or tricked; to deceive
tidbit: a small amount of information gossip, not the
entire story, but just a little bit
binge: to spend a longer period of time than normal
doing the exact same thing, to indulge
badgered: to question over and over again without
relenting
blameworthy: a person who is at faulted responsible
for wrongdoing
sluggish: to lack energy and appear slow-moving or
tired
revealed: to make known something that was
previous secret
excel: to be far better than average in an activity or
subject
elated: to be extremely happy with someone or
something, ecstatic

Antonyms
Words that have opposite
meanings

